
Responsible Cyber Marks a New Milestone
with IMMUNE SPÓŁKA's Office Opening in
Poland

Responsible Cyber is a risk management

company based out of Singapore.

SINGAPORE, May 31, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Responsible

Cyber, a pioneering Singapore-based

risk management startup, is delighted

to announce the grand opening of its

new office, IMMUNE SPÓŁKA Z

OGRANICZONĄ

ODPOWIEDZIALNOŚCIĄ, in UL.

SZELĄGOWSKA 49, 61-626 POZNAŃ, Poland. This expansion to Poland exemplifies the company's

determination to spread its ground-breaking risk management solutions worldwide and marks a

significant stride in securing global digital ecosystems.

Renowned for its flagship product, IMMUNE X-TPRM, an innovative third-party risk management

solution, IMMUNE SPÓŁKA aims to meet the complex supply chain risk needs of Polish

businesses. Leveraging the best of artificial intelligence, IMMUNE X-TPRM offers an advanced

approach to tackle the intricacies of today's digital supply chains, focusing on issues like fourth-

party proliferation and localization deficiencies.

"Poland, with its rapidly advancing digital infrastructure and tech-savvy workforce, presents a

valuable market for our IMMUNE X-TPRM solution," said Dr. Magda Chelly, Managing Director of

Responsible Cyber. "Our new office in Poznań symbolizes our commitment to protecting Polish

organizations from evolving supply chain risks and equipping them with the capabilities to

maintain operational resilience amidst digital complexities."

The IMMUNE SPÓŁKA Z OGRANICZONĄ ODPOWIEDZIALNOŚCIĄ office aims to serve Polish

companies by offering localized support for third party risk management needs. The office will

be dedicated to providing end-to-end visibility and control over the third-party lifecycle, as well

as facilitating seamless offboarding processes. Its multilingual support and strict adherence to

regional and local compliance requirements will assure transparent communication with all

parties and optimal integration into their systems.

http://www.einpresswire.com


By stepping into Poland, Responsible Cyber is extending its global reach, bringing its advanced,

localized, and comprehensive solutions closer to clients in Europe. This move comes as a

testament to the company’s resilience and adaptability in meeting the ever-evolving

cybersecurity demands of diverse markets across the globe.

As a member of prestigious cybersecurity trade associations, including AiSP and SGTech's

Cybersecurity Chapter, and backed by esteemed corporate shareholders such as Singtel Innov8

and NUS Enterprise, Responsible Cyber with IMMUNE SPÓŁKA assures its Polish clients of the

same level of professionalism and excellence they are known for.

Moreover, Responsible Cyber will continue its active support for Women on Cyber through

sponsorships and engagement in its new location, fostering diversity and inclusivity within the

cybersecurity industry in Poland.

About Responsible Cyber

Established in 2016, Responsible Cyber is a Singapore-based startup dedicated to securing the

digital world by addressing the challenges of digital supply chains with the use of technology.

With their flagship product, IMMUNE X-TPRM, they provide an innovative, localized, and

comprehensive solution for effective ecosystem risk management, securing the operational

resilience of organizations amidst the complexities of the digital landscape. Responsible Cyber is

a proud supporter of Women on Cyber and a member of AiSP and SGTech's Cybersecurity

Chapter.

For more information, please visit https://www.immuneapp.com or contact Dr. Magda Chelly at

info@responsible-cyber.com

Dr. Magda Chelly

Responsible Cyber

info@responsible-cyber.com
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